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Abstract

For a set of N shares or proportions using a linear logit model, a 

system of (N -1) equations of share ratios is used for estimation. The 

estimated structure of this system of equations is shown to be invariant 

to the choice of base if the system is estimated using an iterative version 

of Zellner's Seemingly Unrelated Regressions. This is true even if cross

equation constraints on the parameters exist or the equations are dynamic.

This report is a technical appendix to the following article:

Considine, T. J. and T. D. Mount. "The Use of Linear Logit Models 
for Dynamic Input Demand Systems", The Review of Economics and 
Statistics, Vol. 66, No. 3, August, 1984, pp. 434-443.
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A linear logit model of input demand can be derived by representing 

a set of N cost shares by a logistics function:

for i - 1, 2, . , . , N

where w - P.Q./C is the share of total cost allocated to the i—  input, 1 1 1  c

P_̂  and are the price and quantity of the i—  input, C is the total cost 

of all N inputs, and f is a function of the N input prices and the level

dual. Standard elasticities can be derived using this form of f to be
1

linear functions of the parameters and a specified set of shares. It is 

possible to impose linear restrictions on these elasticities to ensure 

that they exhibit the properties of neoclassical demand equations (see 

Considine and Mount, 1984). Furthermore, it is relatively easy to make 

the equations dynamic without losing these properties.

of output, Y. A convenient form for f, is:i
N

f. = a. + J c ..InP. + g.InY + e. 
1 1 j=i X1 1 -l i

f .i

where a^, c and g^ are unknown parameters, and e_̂  is a stochastic resi
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For estimation purposes, the N share equations can be written in a 

linearized form using the following system of (N-l) equations:

N
In (w. /w^ x N5 = (ai " V  + “ CNJ)lnPj + («1 - - V

i = 1, 2, , . . , N-l

The restrictions derived from neoclassical theory imply that symmetry con

straints are imposed on the c .. coefficients across equations (see Con-1J
sidine and Mount, equation (16), 1984). The presence of these constraints 

raises the issue of whether or not the estimated structure of demand is 

invariant to the choice of the base (the N~) input.

The linearized form of the model used for estimation gives the (N-l) 

equations shown above• Xf it. assumed that there are T J* N-hl observations

of the N shares and that they are ordered into T groups of (N-l) share

ratios, then the statistical model under normality can be written as 

follows:

Y = Va + Xg + Zy + E 

E[Y] = Va + XB + Zy 

Var[Y] = fi

Y is (N-l)T x 1 with elements (ln(w^t> - ln(wNt)) for i = 1, 2,

..., N-l and t - 1, 2, T.

V - 1-rji © l-^-^’ where 1̂ , is a vector of T ones, I is an identity 

matrix of order N-l, and © is a Ktonecker product.

a is (N-l) x l with elements (a^ - a^).

X is (N-l)T x (N(N-l)/2) containing the weighted price ratios. 

(In practice, it is unnecessary to specify these regressors

&
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individually because the cross-equation constraints on the 

price coefficients can be incorporated explicitly in statis

tical packages such as TROLL or SAS.)

3 is (N(N-l)/2) x 1 containing the distinct price coefficients 

after symmetry is imposed, cjjh = c /w* for all i < j (see 

Considine and Mounts p. 437* 1984).

Z is (N-l)T x (N-l) and similar to V except that the non-zero 

elements are ln(Y ) for all i, where Y is output.

y is (N-l) x 1 with elements (g. ~ g„) .i N
E is (N-l)T x 1 with elements (e, - e,Tj_).it Nt
ft - I © Z, where 1 is (N-l) x (N-l) with elements Cov(eit - e^t,

e - e ) for all i, i < N. E is assumed to be nonsingular jt Nt J
so that the inverse of Q, exists.

The base input can be changed from N to K by premultiplying the model by 

A = IT 0 C, where C is an identity matrix of order (N-l) with the Kth 

column replaced by a column of minus ones. For example * C can be written 

as follows for the case N = 6 and K = 2:

1 -1 0 0 0

0 -1 0 0 0

0 -1 1 0 0

0 -1 0 1 0

0 -1 0 0 1

In the transformed model, it is easy to show that typical elements of AY,

AVa, AZy and E are (ln(w ) - ln(w^)) , (a^ - a^) » ln (Yt)(g^ “ s an^

(e. - e ) for i i K, respectively. It can also be shown that AXB it Kt
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involves the same cross-equation constraints on the price coefficients

based on price ratios (ln(P. ) - ln(P„ )) for i ^ K, rather thanIt Kt
(ln(P^t) - ln.(P^t)) for i 4 N. In the dynamic version of the model, 

an additional regressor is included representing the.logarithm of the 

lagged quantity ratio times an unknown parameter X. The premultipli

cation of this variable by A is equivalent to changing a typical element 

from X[lnQit_1 - l n Q ^ ]  to Atln Q . ^  - where Q± is the quan

tity of the i ~  input. Hence, the dynamic model creates no new problems, 

and this discussion of the static model is valid for the dynamic model 

as well.

With N as the base input, the most convenient normalization of the

coefficients is to set aN = = d - 0, but with the transformed model,

it would be natural to set a = g - d = 0. This would not affect the fitK &
or elasticities in the same sense that dropping a different dummy variable 

from a model to obtain a new solution does not affect the results, even 

though the computed coefficients change.

Having explained how premultiplying the model by A corresponds to 

changing the base input, the remaining step is to show that the estimates 

of the coefficients in the original and tfallsformed models are identical.

If the matrixes of regressors and coefficients are redefined as W = [V X Z] 

and 0' = [ar y'], then the generalized least squares (GLS) estimator 

of 0 is

* ( w ' jT V V s f ^
Ijt

In the transformed model, E[AY] = AW0 and Vaf[AY] - A£2A' - I © CSCf.

Since A is nonsingular, it.is straightforward to show that the GLS esti

mator of 6 from regressing AY on AW is identical to 0 (except for any(j
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renormalization that is introduced). In practice, however, an approximate 

GLS estimator is used because the unknown parameters in ft must be estimated, 

and the two approximate GLS estimators of 0 will be the same only if the 

corresponding estimators of ft are identical.

The remaining issue for showing that the GLS estimator of 0 is unaf

fected by the choice of base input is to demonstrate that the estimates 

of Var[Y] and Var[AY] both, give the same estimate of ft. This is equiva-
A A A

lent to showing that AV[Y]A' - V[AY], where V[e] is the estimated variance. 

Since A = 1^ 0 C is known and Var[Y] = ft = I 0 I , the condition 

AV[Y]A’ = V[AY] corresponds to having the estimates of £ identical regard

less of whether they are estimated directly in the model with base input

N, or derived as CifiC* , where tJj is the estimate of C£C* in the transformed
2model (note C is involutory implying C = I. and therefore, CiJjC- =

A ^
CC£C’C T = £). This condition can be guaranteed if a maximum likelihood 

estimator is used because of the invariance property of this estimator.

The model specification is an example of Zellner's seemingly unre

lated regressions (SUR) with cross-equation constraints. Oberhofer and 

Kmenta (1974) have shown that the iterative SUR estimator is identical to 

a maximum likelihood estimator under normality. Hence, use of an itera

tive SUR estimator ensures that the estimated elasticities in the linear 

logit model are invariant to the choice of base input. This property has 

been confirmed empirically for an example with four inputs. It should be 

noted that a standard two-step SUR estimator does not exhibit invariance 

when there are cross-equation constraints on the coefficients.
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